We present a shape-first approach to finding automobiles and trucks in overhead images and include results from our analysis of an image from the Overhead Imaging Research Dataset [1]. For the OIRDS, our shape-first approach traces candidate vehicle outlines by exploiting knowledge about an overhead image of a vehicle: a vehicle's outline fits into a rectangle, this rectangle is sized to allow vehicles to use local roads, and rectangles from two different vehicles are disjoint.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose for understanding man-made objects in highresolution orthophotos may be as simple and direct as removing cars and trucks to improve imaging for a locationaware Internet application [2] . Less direct is a treatyverification need to understand human activity with a semantic analysis that builds on the semantics of cars, rooftops, cars partially in the shadow attached to a rooftop, etc. The less direct analysis is often accomplished by a combination of automatic methods and skilled interpretation by humans.
To trace vehicle shapes on a less-than-ideal overhead image, one must combine bits of edges into vehicle shapes using information that is uncertain, incomplete, and often partially incorrect. This task is one where "standard approaches to object detection" cannot substitute for a human analyst because one must use "the image as a whole" to help overcome "local ambiguities" [3] . Our implementation of the shape-first approach finds non-overlapping vehicle outlines at the midlevel, region-merging stage by solving a global, maximal independent vertex set problem to resolve overlap, as described below.
Our method builds on promising commercial workflows (Definiens eCognition Developer [4] , ITT Envi [5] ) by accomplishing analysis of high-resolution imaging by first oversegmenting the image into homogenous regions of pixels. Forming these entry-level units fractures cars, rooftops and backgrounds into many component regions (uniform connectedness regions [6] , superpixels [7] ).
Our shape-first approach begins by looking first at just the shape of these entry-level regions. At this midlevel of analysis, we enumerate combinations of regions to find candidate vehicle outlines that are likely to correspond to vehicles in the scene. The idea behind the shape-first method below is that entry-level regions that pack together into vehicle shapes are likely to correspond to vehicles.
Our method follows Ren's success with a midlevel analysis of regions to find people in natural images [8] . Ren used powerful, expensive machine learning computation on pairs of regions, and optimizations like Integer Quadratic Programming to assemble regions. This paper addresses a relatively simple problem, with images from carefully engineered overhead imaging systems, and with shape semantics that are simple relative to articulated poses of humans. Our expectation is that the relative simplicity will permit extreme processing speed over wide-area surveillance imaging, and will achieve error rates that are orders-of-magnitude lower than what seems possible when finding people in natural images. The preliminary results in this paper seem promising.
After applying a generic computation to oversegment an input image into regions, both eCognition and Envi rely on extensive, hand-tuned processing for merging regions. The commercial work flow is useful when the merged regions are meaningful to subsequent automatic processing steps, or to a human analyst.
If automatic processing could form merged regions that correspond to vehicles, then higher-level analysis could reason about patterns of life that involve vehicles. Getting to such a higher-level of reasoning in one step appears impossible using the two commercial systems, as neither system is able to directly guide merging of regions using known semantics of a vehicle's shape (rectangular, bounded size [9] , and excludes other vehicle shapes). Our shape-first method delivers the ability to automatically merge the entry-level regions into vehicle shapes.
Cooper [10] noted the "combinatorial ambiguity due to the presence of many objects, none of which can be recognized unambiguously" difficulty with merging regions into candidate vehicle outlines, and worked out the computational complexity of many region merging approaches. Our shape-first approach pushes ambiguity of regions to an extreme; we look only at shapes of the entry-level regions, enumerating how subsets of these regions pack together (clot) into vehicle shapes. To avoid complex, slow-running algorithms, we define a heuristic score to capture how close a clot is to a vehicle shape, and then exploit the simple semantics of vehicle shape to accelerate enumeration of high-scoring candidate vehicle locations.
In addition to fast enumeration (E) of candidate vehicle locations, our shape-first approach implements a heuristic for approximate reasoning about mid-level image features (regions in clots) using knowledge of vehicle shape and exclusion (vehicles are known not to overlap when viewed from above). To mimic human perception, "important groupings of regions [are computed to] reflect global aspects of an image [11] ". For finding vehicles, we extract a conflict graph (defined in the next section) and solve an optimization on this graph to find a resolution (R) where no two outlines from our estimated outlines overlap. Applying a graph-based optimization is typical in the implementation of knowledge-based systems that capture conflicting, incomplete, and approximate evidence [12] [13] [14] . In our first computational experiments we found the combination of enumeration and resolution (E-R) promising, even if the particular E-R we implemented is unlike any resolution that humans can easily accomplish.
II. SHAPE-FIRST TRACING METHOD For a given input image, execute steps (A) to (C):
A. For each angle a in {0, 15, 30, . . , 165}, execute steps (1) to (3): 1) Rotate the given image by angle a We used automation to compute a high-quality rotation with the engine behind Adobe Photoshop CS5.
2) Find homogeneous image regions (in the rotated image)
We completed this step by executing the generic, multiresolution segmentation processing step that is at the heart the extensive commercial image analysis software called eCognition, www.definiens.com.
This step should generate regions that define all of the boundaries that separate any vehicles in the imaged scene from background. Our computational experiments with OIRDS images obtain useful inclusion with generic choice of the three eCognition parameters that define the step. Our generic choice is to set scale parameter to 50 feet (200 pixels for 0.25 foot pixels), shape parameter to 0.1, and compactness parameter to 0.5.
We export the shape of the image regions from the commercial software for loading into the software we have written to complete the rest of the analysis.
3) Enumerate high-scoring candidate vehicle rectangles
Add each high-scoring candidate vehicle rectangle, CVR, to an all-angles list of CVRs, where scoring and the enumeration are as follows:
We say a rectangle is a CVR if it is the axis-aligned bounding box, AABB, for some subset of entry-level regions (a clot). A CVR has score zero if it is larger in height or in width than the largest allowed CVR, or if it is smaller in height or in width than the smallest allowed CVR. Otherwise, the score is the percentage of the area of the CVR that is filled by the union of a maximal-area subset of entry-level blobs with this AABB. Figure 1 shows a diagnostic visualization of a clot and its CVR.
Careful, if somewhat tedious, analysis allows fast enumeration of all distinct CVRs with score over a given threshold value. In our implementation we exploit the fact that the shapes of the entry-level regions are polygons with edges that precisely follow pixel boundaries in the rotated image. That is, the eCognition oversegmentation computation never splits a pixel between two entry-level regions. Coordinate values for these shapes are, therefore, discreet values. This allows our implementation to work with efficient data structures, and to effectively use two, up-front sorts along each of the two coordinate directions. Notes on our detailed implementation are not part of this paper. 
B. Build conflict graph on accumulated CVRs
Our software builds a conflict graph (defined below) and exports this graph in compressed Matrix Market (.mtx) format. We found that setting a threshold CVR score of 50 percent for the above enumeration was sufficient to include CVRs that correspond to vehicles. The exported graph includes a vertex for each (distinct) CVR in this enumeration with vertex weight equal to the CVR score. For each pair of CVRs that overlap, the exported graph includes an edge between the corresponding vertices. The weight on this edge is the area of the overlap as a percentage of the smaller of the two CVR areas.
C. Find a maximal independent vertex set
We execute a short Mathematica script to import the conflict graph and call a routine from package Combinatorica [15] to find a best, non-overlapping set of CVRs. We load this result back into our software to study the solution visually and in the context of the original image.
III. RESULTS Figure 3 shows the outlines of the 26 distinct CVRs enumerated by the shape-first method for the OIRDS image 22042086_1531_256_1786_511.tif from DataSet_1. This is a color (three-band) image where image pixels correspond to 0.0762 meters (0.25 feet). The top-scoring CVR in this computation corresponds to the single vehicle in this image.
The 26 distinct CVRs in Figure1 were computed using a minimum CVR size of 1.7 by 4.5 meters, and a maximum CVR size of 2.1 by 6.1 meters. This enumeration includes a single CVR at the location of the vehicle at angle 150 degrees.
Changing the minimum CVR to 1.7 by 4.4 meters and enumerating yields three CVRs, all corresponding to the vehicle, as shown in Figure 4 . 
IV. DISCUSSION
A generally-accepted tenet of image interpretation is that anthropogenic features have shapes that are unlikely to appear naturally. We would like to quantify this unlikely for our shapefirst implementation. If foliage shapes in OIRDS images happen to pack together into vehicle shapes only a few times in gigapixels of overhead imaging, then shape-first is a computationally-tractable work flow for wide-area surveillance.
It is common to begin processing of image pixels with computation of wired-in features using edge or SIFT computations, and then apply machine learning and other computationally expensive algorithms on the smaller feature information. The shape-first method we describe here is an alternative, wired-in first step. For finding vehicles, the use of rotated images and enumeration of AABB geometries we describe should execute quickly enough to be useful. Our first computational experiments with the OIRDS suggest that shape information can drastically reduce the size of the dataset that is passed down a processing pipeline to trace vehicles in highresolution overhead images.
The quick AABB-based computation at a sampling of image rotations is a powerful enumeration computation that does not depend on seeding, or machine learning.
Pruning and other algorithmic considerations can enumerate all distinct CVRs without the computational cost of considering all subsets of the entry-level image regions. However, enumerating CVRs at a sampling of image rotation angles only approximates an enumeration over all angles.
Additional analysis should be able to provide the theoretical basis for determining how many angles must be sampled, and how to adjust minimum and maximum CVR rectangles.
The shape-first vehicle tracing algorithm described here is relatively simple. However, the proposed algorithm produced promising results on the first of the OIRDS benchmark problems we tried and our computer implementation is quick and should therefore scale well to processing large imaging datasets covering wide-areas. To help establish this utility, we would like to take two steps. First, we can extend our shapefirst implementation with self-contained computation of entrylevel image regions, and with self-contained resolution computation. Second, we would like to obtain and summarize results for all of the orthophotos in the OIRDS.
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